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Mcpherson Red boosts have $50 off until Xmas

Back in the 1960's era a device known as the Dallas Rangemaster treble booster was created.

Little has been known about this unit until recent times and it may have been the secret weapon behind many of histories

greatest guitar tones.

The Rangemaster was the key item Eric Clapton used in the Blues Breaker album.

Rory Gallagher,Brian May and Tony Iommi have also used this unit as a key part of there tone.

The McPherson Red Boost is a updated design of this fabled effect at the fraction of the cost of buying an original ( over $5000

USD recently on ebay)

It is essentially a treble signal booster.

Because of the use for the germanium transistor it give you a unique tone and well.

It uses the original NOS Military spec OC44 (CV7003) Germanium transistor which has been properly Biased to the original

rangemaster specs. This is very important as it adds a subtle distortion to the signal at higher gain settings, and also acts as a

valve "exciter" giving you a great soloing tone.

Because of this McPherson Stompboxes do not offer interchangeable transistors as these would not bias properly and not give

you a true Rangemaster sound.

These transistor are becoming harder to find as every year passes, soon this unit will be unavailable with the original transistor

so get yours now!!!

Sound sample available at

http://www.myspace.com/mcphersonstompbox

Pedal Features

Switchcraft Jacks

Point to point wired all analog circuity

True Bypass electro Harmonics heavy duty switch

Alpha Pot

Properly Biased Military spec OC44(CV7003) Germanium transistor

A bass boost switch for single coil guitars

Red LED

Rugged Canadian made Aluminium cast enclosure

Standard 1 Year warranty

McPherson pedals are handcrafted to the highest standards right here in N.Z

Closes: Thu 11 Dec, 9:36 pm. 2008 This auction used auto-extend.
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